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ABSTRACT
Continuum emission, also called white-light emission (WLE), and permanent changes of the magnetic
field (∆BLOS) are often observed during solar flares. But their relation and their precise mechanisms
are still unknown. We study statistically the relationship between ∆BLOS and WLE during 75 solar
flares of different strengths and locations on the solar disk. We analyze SDO/HMI data and determine
for each pixel in each flare if it exhibited WLE and/or ∆BLOS. We then investigate the occurrence,
strength, and spatial size of the WLE, its dependence on flare energy, and its correlation to the
occurrence of ∆BLOS. We detected WLE in 44/75 flares and ∆BLOS in 59/75 flares. We find that
WLE and ∆BLOS are related, and their locations often overlap between 0-60%. Not all locations
coincide, thus potentially indicating differences in their origin. We find that the WL area is related to
the flare class by a power law and extend the findings of previous studies, that the WLE is related to
the flare class by a power law, to also be valid for C-class flares. To compare unresolved (Sun-as-a-star)
WL measurements to our data, we derive a method to calculate temperatures and areas of such data
under the black-body assumption. The calculated unresolved WLE areas improve, but still differ to the
resolved flaring area by about a factor of 5-10 (previously 10-20), which could be explained by various
physical or instrumental causes. This method could also be applied to stellar flares to determine their
temperatures and areas independently.
Keywords: Sun: flares, Sun: magnetic fields, Sun: photosphere.
1. INTRODUCTION
The whole electromagnetic spectrum, from UV to X-
rays, is seen to increase during flares, indicating energy
dissipation via radiation. A significant part of the total
energy radiated during flares is thought to be emitted
by enhancement of the continuum radiation, which is
called white-light (WL) emission in the optical wave-
lengths (e.g., Neidig 1989; Hudson 2011). The exact
mechanism, however, is yet unclear and measurements
have indicated hydrogen recombination continua and en-
hanced H− emission, which allow us to probe the energy
dissipation heights. Large flares tend to show large con-
tinuum enhancements (e.g, Hao et al. 2012; Kleint et al.
2016; Kuhar et al. 2016; Watanabe et al. 2017; Namekata
et al. 2017), but WL emission has been observed even
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for small flares (Jess et al. 2008). A main open question
is why certain flares show WL emission, while others
do not, which may give hints on energy dissipation and
particle transport.
Ground-based observations often suffer from variable
seeing conditions, which may strongly affect the detec-
tion of WL emission through the varying contrast. For a
statistical study of WL emission, it is, therefore, advan-
tageous to use space-based observations with constant
cadence and contrast. The Solar Dynamics Observatory
is well suited to study these types of phenomena due to
its continuous observations, stability, and full-disk ob-
servations taken by the Helioseismic and Magnetic Im-
ager (HMI, Scherrer et al. 2012).
Observations have shown that permanent changes of
the photospheric magnetic field (hereafter ∆BLOS) are
a common phenomenon during flares (Sudol & Harvey
2005; Petrie & Sudol 2010; Castellanos Dura´n et al.
2018), even during C-class flares (Castellanos Dura´n
et al. 2018; Bi et al. 2018). The fact that they are
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observed at photospheric level suggests energy trans-
fer from the coronal reconnection site via a yet un-
clear mechanism. Surprisingly, the so far only obser-
vation of chromospheric magnetic field changes showed
the ∆BLOS to differ significantly from those in the pho-
tosphere (Kleint 2017). By analyzing 5 flares, a previ-
ous study found that changes in the horizontal magnetic
field strength and in the mean continuum emission tend
to by co-spatial and co-temporal (Song & Zhang 2016).
The present work is the first statistical study about the
relationship between the WL emission and the perma-
nent changes of the photospheric magnetic field with a
sample ranging from C- to X-class flares.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND METHODS
2.1. Flare sample and data reduction
We analyze 75 flares with a large energy range and
a wide distribution on the solar disk to search for the
connection between the WL emission and changes of the
magnetic field during flares. The same sample of flares
was previously used for the study of Castellanos Dura´n
et al. (2018) and includes 1 B-, 19 C- 37 M- and 18
X-class flares that occurred during the 24th solar cy-
cle. The cosine of the heliocentric angle for the flare
sample ranges from µ = 0.27 − 0.97. To analyze the
temporal evolution of the magnetic field and the contin-
uum emission, we use data from HMI. We analyze the
HMI observables hmi.M 45s (magnetograms) hmi.Ic 45s
(continuum intensity) with a cadence of 45 s and plate
scale of 0.′′504 pixel−1. HMI samples the spectral region
around the Fe I 6173.3 A˚ absorption line at six wave-
length points with a FWHM of the transmission profiles
of 76 mA˚. Since the size of the host active region (AR)
and the flare changes from one event to the other, we
adjusted the field of view (FoV) to fully contain the AR.
FoVs in our sample range from 80′′×80′′ to 300′′×300′′.
The continuum images were corrected for limb darken-
ing to second order. For a given pixel with coordinates
(xi, yj) with respect to the solar disk center (xc, yc), the
corrected intensity is given by
Icorrij = I
non−corr
ij /Cij , (1)
where Cij is the limb darkening function
Cij = 1− uλ − vλ + uλ cos(Θ) + vλ cos(Θ)2, (2)
where Θ = sin−1(
√
(xi − xc)2 + (yj − yc)2/R). uλ
and vλ are wavelength dependent parameters, which
at λ = 6173.3 A˚ are equal to u6173.3 = 0.836 and
v6173.3 = −0.204 (Allen 1976).
To transform the units of the HMI intensity images
from DN s−1 to physical units erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 A˚−1,
we use the Atlas solar spectrum at 6173 A˚ (Neckel
1994). At this wavelength, the intensity at disk center
is 0.315 × 107 erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 A˚−1. When averaging
ten images around the peak of the flare over an area of
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Figure 1. Examples of HMI continuum intensity light
curves with WL enhancements for 8 pixels in 8 different flares
sorted by their GOES classes from X6.9 (top) to M1.8 (bot-
tom). Each light curve shows the temporal evolution of a
single pixel, which was selected based on the maximum en-
hancement. The WL enhancement is shown as the gray areas
between the HMI light curve and the line that intercepts the
start and end time of the WL emission for every single pro-
file. Vertical lines indicate the GOES times of the flares.
The event identifier ‘FL’# refers to the index in Table 1 of
Castellanos Dura´n et al. (2018). To obtain our quantity “WL
enhancement”, we summed the grey areas of all WL pixels
of a given flare.
100 arcsec2, the SDO/HMI intensity at disk center is
60000± 300 DN s−1. Therefore, the conversion factor is
α = 52.5 [erg s
−1
cm−2 sr−1 A˚
−1
]/[DN s−1]. (3)
2.2. Identifying WL flares
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There are different methods to determine whether a
flare has WL emission. Our goal is to find its location
and how much WL radiation is released during a flare.
One method to determine the location of the WL in
recent studies (e.g., Kuhar et al. 2016) uses the spa-
tial relationship between the WL and the hard X-rays
(HXR) emitted by non-thermal electrons when they de-
posit their energy by collisions in the lower layers of the
solar atmosphere (e.g., Matthews et al. 2003; Krucker
et al. 2015). However, this relationship does not imply
(for the majority of the flares) that the area covered by
the WL relates 1:1 with the HXR contours. In addition,
this assumption depends on co-observations of the flare
by two different instruments such as SDO/HMI and the
Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Im-
ager (RHESSI, Lin et al. 2002).
We used three different methods to first identify if
a flare is a WL flare (WLF). Method 1 is based on the
running difference between two consecutive intensity im-
ages. In method 2, we took an image close to the GOES
start time and subtracted it from all intensity images.
This method has also been used previously, but its draw-
back is that the WL signal in some cases can be hidden
depending on the self-evolution of the AR. Method 3
consisted of running differences, but with the adapta-
tion that the subtracted image is either the preceding
or subsequent image, depending on maximum WL emis-
sion during the duration of the flare ±5 minutes before
the start and end times reported by GOES. Method 3 is
meant to avoid artifacts which arise from local maxima
and minima of the light curves. For a frame j before
the maximum of the WL emission, the running differ-
ence is I(j+1)−I(j). For a frame after the WL emission
maximum, the running difference is I(j)− I(j + 1).
Flares with strong WL emission are usually detected
by all three methods. But we considered a flare to be a
WLF if any of the methods gave a positive result. For
the flares where the WL emission was weak, we visually
checked all light curves that have enhancements larger
than 1σ in the differences for any of the three methods.
σ is calculated for each pixel individually during the pre-
flare phase between the start of the observing window
and the GOES start time (∼ 30 min on average). Flares
with clear strong enhancements, or enhancements that
passed the visual inspection test, were labeled as WLFs.
Once a WLF was identified, we applied a stricter crite-
rion to reliably identify the pixels and thus the area that
showed WL emission. After different tests, we concluded
that only those pixels whose running difference maxi-
mum exceeded 4σ of the light curve can be selected as
WL pixels, a criterion, which also holds for weak WLFs
(see Figures 3-4).
Figure 1 shows examples of light curves occurring dur-
ing eight flares that range from X6.9 (top) to M1.8 (bot-
tom). The WL enhancement is shown by the gray area
and the excess is given for each pixel. Vertical lines rep-
resent the GOES start, maximum, and end times.
2.3. Flare emission
To quantify the WL we used two different proxies.
The WL excess accounts for how bright the emission is
(IWL max) in comparison with the pre-flaring conditions
(Ipre), and the WL enhancement is a proxy for how much
WL is radiated during the flare (=the area under the
curve minus the background; see grey area in Figure 1).
We calculated both quantities for each WL pixel for the
limb-darkening corrected light curve from HMI.
The excess per pixel is given by
WL excess =
IWL max − Ipre
Ipre
. (4)
To calculate the WL enhancement, we first need to es-
timate the background. Instead of assuming a constant
background, which is not a good assumption in most
of the cases (see Figure 1), we interpolated linearly be-
tween the start and end of the WL emission. We did not
constrain the sign of the background’s slope, which can
be positive or negative (see Figure 1). The background
evolution was calculated for each pixel independently
since the time of WL emission can vary between pix-
els during the same event. The WL enhancement was
determined as the area under the curve that covers the
WL emission (IWL) minus the background (Ibackg.), i.e.
WL enhancement =
∑
WL pixels
∑
t
IWL(t)−Ibackg.(t), (5)
where t varies for each pixel depending when the pixel
displays WL emission.
We are aware that the continuum intensity observed
by HMI is a reconstruction using an MDI-like algorithm
(Couvidat et al. 2016) that is based on a simple approx-
imation and that might be inaccurate for strong flares
(e.g., Sˇvanda et al. 2018) due to varying spectral line
profiles that are not seen with HMI’s spectral resolution.
Therefore, the uncertainty of the intensity due to these
line-profile changes during flares cannot be determined
without knowing the fully resolved spectral profile. For
this reason, we avoid giving error bars that most likely
are unrealistic (see for example, Mart´ınez Oliveros et al.
2014; Sˇvanda et al. 2018; Sadykov et al. 2020). How-
ever, we believe that the location and areas of the en-
hancements are relatively accurate, since this quantity
is binary.
2.4. Magnetic field changes
We use the magnetic field changes determined by
Castellanos Dura´n et al. (2018) to compare the locations
of magnetic field changes and WL emission. The au-
thors used the following method to derive the magnetic
field changes. They fit the temporal series of BLOS(t)
measurements within the FoV with a stepwise function
BLOS(t)= Bl(t) + Bstep(t) for each pixel, as given by
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Figure 2. Summary of the analyzed observables. Top panels
show the HMI continuum image (a), and the magnetogram
(b). The squares denote the FoV shown in the middle pan-
els. The difference continuum image is presented in panel c,
and panel d shows the location of ∆BLOS overplotted on the
magnetogram. The bottom panel shows the temporal evolu-
tion of the positive (blue), and negative (green) line of sight
magnetic field, as well as the total WL enhancement (gray)
of the flare and the GOES soft X-ray light curve (black). All
quantities in the bottom panel are integrated over the entire
FoV.
Sudol & Harvey (2005). This function is divided into
two components: a linear part that takes into account
the background field
Bl(t) = a+ bt, (6)
and the stepwise part that accounts for a possible step-
wise change
Bstep(t) = c
{
1 +
2
pi
tan−1 [n(t− t0)]
}
, (7)
where 2c, n−1 and t0 describe the size, duration, and
midpoint of the step, respectively. Light curves with
changes smaller than 80 G or which do not show clear
irreversible changes are excluded. Figure 2 shows an
example of the data analyzed in this work during the
X1.8 flare (SOL2012-10-23T03:17). The continuum and
magnetograms are displayed in 2a-2b. The WL enhance-
ment and the location of ∆BLOS are shown in panels 2c-
2d. The bottom panels show the temporal evolution of
the soft X-ray (black), line-of-sight magnetic field (blue
and green), and the WL emission (gray). For a full
description on the conditions and methods to character-
ize the ∆BLOS, please refer to Castellanos Dura´n et al.
(2018).
3. RESULTS
3.1. WL occurrence
During 44 of 75 events (59%), WL enhancements
were observed. Figures 3 and 4 shows the AR and
a zoom of the locations of the WL emission during
the 43 events that showed both WL emission and
∆BLOS, overplotted on the AR that flared. The ap-
proximate WL enhancements per flare reach up to ∼
2 × 107 erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 A˚−1. The WL kernels tend
to be elongated and have the highest emission in the
middle that diffuses towards the edges. Figures 10 and
11 show a comparison of WL and ∆BLOS of the same
events. The overlapping areas are shown in red. There
is one C5.6 flare (SOL2011-05-27T16:43) that showed
clear WL emission, although ∆BLOS could not be lo-
cated. The opposite case is also observed in an X-class
flare (SOL2012-07-12T16:50), where HMI did not de-
tect WL emission.
3.2. Dependence of WL emission on µ
Due to the limb darkening, the intensity near the limb
is lower than the intensity at disk center. Kuhar et al.
(2016) reported a decrease in the WL flux for flares near
the limb (>900′′≈ 72◦). In our analysis, where limb-
darkening was removed from all images, we do not find
a relationship between the WL emission and µ-angle of
the flare. It is worth noting that the longitude of the
majority (70/75) of the flares in our sample is smaller
than 72◦, which might explain this result. The only
flare in our sample with longitude close to 90◦ is the
C5.6 flare that is accompanied by WL emission but does
not show ∆BLOS. The limb darkening removal may not
be entirely accurate when considering potential chromo-
spheric WL emission, but the fraction of chromospheric
WL emission to photospheric WL emission is not yet
well known and the limb darkening removal is the cur-
rently best approximation.
3.3. Dependence of total WL emission on flare energy
More energetic flares have been found to display
stronger WL emission. (Kahler 1982; Neidig & Cliver
1983; Matthews et al. 2003; Wang 2009; Kuhar et al.
2016; Namekata et al. 2017). Figure 5 shows the total
WL excess and enhancement as a function of the GOES
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Figure 3. Flares in our sample that showed WL emission and ∆BLOS. The WL enhancement is saturated at 4 times the
quiet Sun intensity at disk center because of the high dynamic range from C- to X-flares, following the color bar on the bottom
right. Scaled images are shown by the blue bar with a length of 50′′. The average of the quiet Sun intensity was calculated for
each flare at disk center during the pre-flare phase over an area of ∼(10′′)2. Figure 10 shows a comparison of WL and ∆BLOS
locations of the same events.
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Figure 4. Same layout as Figure 3. See also Figure 11 for a comparison with the magnetic field change locations.
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Figure 5. The total WL excess (top) and WL enhancement
(bottom) for each flare as a function of the GOES X-ray
flux. Straight lines are the best-fit of a power-law model
FWL ∝ FδGOES.
X-ray flux (FGOES). “Total” means the sum over all
pixels that showed WL emission during each flare. The
best fit of a power-law distribution is given by
ΣWL(Excess) = 108.2±0.3 F1.13±0.07GOES , (8)
ΣWL(Enhancement) = 1013.3±0.4 F1.11±0.08GOES , (9)
where we used the bisector regression method to cal-
culate the best fit and the error bars (Isobe et al. 1990).
Despite the exponent for the total WL excess being
slightly larger compared to that of the total WL en-
hancement, both fits follow the same behavior. Consid-
ering that the WL emission covers large areas (Figure 1),
we opted for the sum instead of reporting just the pixel
with maximum intensity, or the average of all WL pix-
els, which might have skewed the interpretation of the
phenomena. The Total WL excess strongly depends on
the location of the source (see discussion in §4.7) and
therefore is not fully representative of the strength of
the WL enhancement. For stars, where the radiation
is integrated over the entire stellar disk, the measured
excess is our proxy for the actual energy input due to
WL.
To investigate the difference between the excess and
the enhancement for all flares in the sample, we use a
scatter plot for these quantities in Figure 6. The col-
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Figure 6. Scatter plots of the comparison of the WL excess
and the WL enhancement for all pixels where we detected
WL emission. Colors in panel (a) represent the number of
pixels, as given by the color bar. The black line is the best fit
of log y = (−1.92± 0.03) + (0.89± 0.01) log(x). One should
be careful when interpreting the WL emission by the WL
excess since these quantities are not linearly related. Colors
in panel (b) represent the total duration in minutes of the
WL emission per pixel. The bottom panels show the total
WL enhancement as a function of the total duration of the
flare (panel c) and the duration of the impulsive phase (panel
d) as estimated by using the reported GOES times for each
flare.
ors in panel a) represent the number of pixels at each
bin and the black line displays the fit to the data given
by log y = (−1.92 ± 0.03) + (0.89 ± 0.01) log(x). The
non-linear relationship shows that one should be careful
when comparing the excess and the enhancement to de-
scribe the WL emission during flares. While the excess
describes how strong the emission is (when comparing
with the pre-flare conditions) and where this emission
occurs (see discussion below), the enhancement accounts
for the total WL emission over time that can span sev-
eral minutes (see Figure 1).
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In 43/44 of the WLFs, we could obtain the full GOES
1-8 A˚ light curve of the flare. We observed in all WLFs
that the WL emission peaks before the GOES maxi-
mum. We then calculated the derivative of the GOES
light curve, as an approximation of the HXR emission
via the Neupert effect (Neupert 1968). In 93% (40/43)
of the flares, the peak of the GOES derivative is within
±1 frame of the observed WL peak emission. Because
HMI data products are available for every 45 seconds,
our temporal resolution element is 90 seconds, and there-
fore we cannot constrain the time better than ±1 HMI
frames with respect to the time observed by GOES.
Based on Figure 6a there seems to be an upper
limit on how much a pixel radiates in WL: few times
107 erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 A˚−1. To test if it is related to the
duration of the WL emission, we color-coded in panel (b)
the duration of the WL occurrence in the flare. The WL
enhancement depends on the total duration of the emis-
sion, i.e., the longer the WL emission, the larger the WL
enhancement in general. On the other hand, the WL
excess does not depend on the duration of the emission
and does not seem to be related to how fast the energy
is radiated during the flare. This suggests that the WL
enhancement carries more information when compared
with the WL excess since it combines both, temporal
evolution and strength of the emission. Also, the upper
limit may be related to sample bias, since just 6 flares
in our sample have a duration longer than half an hour.
Long duration events are observed less frequently on the
Sun (Shibata 1996).
In addition, the excess indirectly depends on the
cadence of the observations as pointed out by Wang
(2009), since the likelihood to observe the flare at the
exact time when the WL emission is at the maximum
reduces with lower cadence. The excess, or in some
studies also known as contrast, is a relative measure-
ment. Different studies have used different quantities
as the base-line intensity. Some studies used the aver-
age over the WL region (e.g., Matthews et al. 2003), or
the neighboring quiet Sun (e.g., Hudson et al. 2006; Jess
et al. 2008), or the intensity at the same location in non-
flaring conditions (e.g., Wang 2009; Kuhar et al. 2016),
which make a direct comparison of the excess between
different studies difficult.
3.4. Area covered by WL
The total area covered by the WL emission (AWL) for
the flare sample ranges from 6.3 Mm2 to 822.2 Mm2.
The area was calculated based on the size of an HMI
pixel of 0.′′5× 0.′′5 and by summing the number of pixels
that exhibited WL emission at any time during the flare.
Figure 7 reveals that the area of the WL emission is
related with the GOES X-ray flux following a power-
law, given by
AWL = 10
6.1±0.3 F0.95±0.08GOES . (10)
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power-law model AWL ∝ FδGOES. Blue diamonds represent
WL areas reported by Song et al. (2018) and the purple
triagles are the areas estimated by Wang (2009). Note that
Wang (2009) reported the equivalent area, which is expected
to be smaller than the total area. Red squares show the
WL emission areas estimated with Sun-as-a-star observations
measured by Kretzschmar (2011), and brown squares are the
Kretzschmar (2011) re-calculated values using the method
derived in the appendix A. The recalculation places the Sun-
as-a-star values closer to the spatially-resolved values.
This relationship does not depend on the location of
the flare after correcting the areas for foreshortening.
We devised a method to estimate the WL area and
temperature based on the luminosity enhancement,
which is described in Appendix A and we apply it to
the sun-as-a-star WL enhancements reported by Kret-
zschmar (2011). The resulting non-spatially resolved
WL area is slightly below our measured WL areas from
HMI as shown in Figure 7.
3.5. Correlation of WL and ∆BLOS
It is an open question which processes cause WL emis-
sion and ∆BLOS and if they are related. We therefore
investigate their spatial relation. 43 of 44 flares that
showed WL emission were also accompanied by ∆BLOS.
WL emission and ∆BLOS are usually observed near each
other and often overlap. The images on top in Figure 8
display two examples of the location of ∆BLOS and WL
emission during X6.9 (a) and M4.7 (b) flares. Color-
coded pixels show the location of the WL emission (or-
ange) and ∆BLOS (blue). Locations, where WL emis-
sion and ∆BLOS coincide, are pictured in red. If both
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Figure 8. Spatial relationship between the area of the WL
emission and ∆BLOS. The top panels display the location of
∆BLOS (blue) and WL emission (orange) during flares X6.9 -
SOL2011-08-09T08:05 (a) and M4.7 - SOL2012-07-05T03:36
(b). Red pixels denote positions where both ∆BLOS and WL
emission coincided. Panel (c) shows the comparison between
the total area of WL emission and ∆BLOS. The black line
is not a fit, but a visual help for the 1:1 area relation. The
detection limit is 0.25 arcsec2, given by HMI’s pixel size, and
for our sample the area covered by the ∆BLOS tended to be
larger than the area of the WL emission.
∆BLOS and WL emission are observed, larger ∆BLOS
are found near, or at the same places of WL emission.
Figure 8c compares the total area covered by ∆BLOS and
the WL. The GOES classes of the flares are represented
by the colors and numbers inside the symbols. 31/43
(72%) of the events show that A∆BLOS are larger than
AWL. We also investigated if the overlap area is related
to the flare strength (GOES class) or the heliocentric an-
gle µ, but there was no correlation. With one exception,
the WL and ∆BLOS areas overlap between 0% (for the
C5.6 flare without ∆BLOS) and 65% within our analy-
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Figure 9. The total unsigned ∆BLOS (left) and area of
∆BLOS (right) for an unbiased sample in terms of GOES
class of WL flares (red) and non-WL flares (blue) that
showed magnetic field changes. The dashed lines indicate
the medians. The horizontal bars show the 50th ± 34th per-
centile to approximate ±1σ. We do not find any difference
between WLF and non-WLF.
sis, which contains ∆BLOS> 80 G and WL pixels with
a 4σ maximum. The mean overlap area for the entire
sample of flares is (29.2± 16.4)% and (20.8± 14.4)% of
the WL area and ∆BLOS area, respectively.
We investigated if there is a difference between the
flares that showed both WL emission and ∆BLOS, with
respect to the events without WL emission. We selected
an unbiased sample of 20 flares with ∆BLOS, 10 with
WL emission, 10 without WL emission, always pairs
with about a similar GOES classes. We calculated the
distribution of unsigned flux and the ∆BLOS areas for
both sets, as shown in Figure 9. There seems to be no
difference in the medians between WLF and non-WLF.
Because of the small sample size and thus not necessarily
a normal distribution, we approximated σ by taking the
50th±34th percentiles of the cumulative distribution. It
is very important to select such a balanced sample of
flares, because when performing the same analysis on
the entire flare sample, which is biased because strong
flares generally show stronger WL, and larger areas of
WL and ∆BLOS, one may wrongly conclude that there
is a difference between WLF and non-WLF. It may be
difficult to define a balanced sample, because stronger
flares tend to show more WL emission and therefore our
sample included mostly M-flares.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. WL Occurrence
In our study 94.4% (17/18) of the X-class flares
are associated with WL emission, 64.9% (24/37) of
the M-class flares, 10.5% (2/19) of the C-class flares.
The only exception for strong flares is the X1.4 flare
(SOL2012-07-12T16:50), where no WL emission was
found. X-class flares without WL emission have been
previously observed (e.g., Watanabe et al. 2017). For
flares with GOES classes larger than M8/M5 28/26 of
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Figure 10. Same layout as Figure 4, but the background image is replaced by the line-of-sight magnetic of the same region
clipped at ±800 G. The coloured pixels show the location of ∆BLOS (blue), WL emission (orange) and the overlapping areas
(red).
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29 flares showed WL emission. This result does not
fully agree with previous findings (Matthews et al. 2003;
Kuhar et al. 2016), who found that all flares larger than
M8/M5 are accompanied by WL emission. However, the
total duration of the analyzed X1.4 flare is 1:53 hours
and the time difference between the GOES start and
peak times is 1:12 hours. This may be an indication of
how slow the energy is injected into the lower atmo-
sphere during long-duration flares, and thus, may be
important when observing WL emission, as pointed out
by Kuhar et al. (2016) and Watanabe et al. (2017). For
this reason, Kuhar et al. (2016) explained that they fo-
cused their analysis on flares with short and intense hard
X-ray emission.
When analyzing the relationship between circular rib-
bons flares and the WL emission, Song & Tian (2018)
observed WL emission in 100% (10/10), 61.8% (21/34),
8.5% (4/47), and 0% (0/1) for flares with GOES classes
of X, M, C, and B, respectively. These percentages are
consistent with the results presented in the current work.
Table 2 in the appendix B summarizes the appearance of
WLFs between different studies. From the low-number
statistics, it is found that X-, M-, and C-class flares
are accompanied by WL emission in 83.7%, 51.2% and
11.0%, repectively.
53% of all flares in this study showed WL emission,
which is almost twice as frequent as the 28% previously
reported by Song et al. (2018). The discrepancy is due
to a sample bias between the two studies in terms of the
energy of the flares. Song et al. (2018)’s sample does
not contain any X-class flares, and 12/23 (52%) M-class
and 8/47 (17%) C-class flares show WL emission, which
is consistent with our results. But why do we observe
WL more often in large flares than in smaller ones? Jess
et al. (2008) suggested that the reason could be due to
the spatial resolution of the telescope and its sensitivity.
The power-laws found for the WL excess/enhancement
and the WL area, strongly indicate that the source of
the missing WL emission in some flares could be a purely
observational problem.
4.2. WL Timing
The WL emission starts after the GOES start time
and in all observed flares reaches its maximum before
the GOES peak, in agreement with previous observa-
tions (see Figure 1 of Kuhar et al. 2016). The times
of the WL emission of each pixel are not directly cor-
related with the GOES times (see Figure 1), probably
because the particle acceleration, which seems to be re-
lated to WL emission (e.g., Fletcher et al. 2007; Krucker
et al. 2015), occurs at different times in different loca-
tions, while the GOES times are based on an integra-
tion over the whole Sun. Previous studies have shown
that about half of the flares (Veronig et al. 2002) tend
to follow the so-called Neupert effect (Neupert 1968), an
observed correlation between the SXR radiation and the
time-integral of the HXR radiation. If the mechanism
for WL emission and HXR is closely related, as sug-
gested by single observations (e.g. Krucker et al. 2011),
and if the Neupert effect is valid, one should expect a
close relation in timing between the derivative of the
GOES SXR (as an approximation of the HXR) and the
WL emission. Our sample shows that in 93% of the
cases (40/43 analyzed WLFs), this relation is indeed
valid with the caveat that our temporal resolution of
the WL data is only 90 seconds. This analysis would
benefit from having faster cadence WL data and carry-
ing out the comparison directly with the HXR emission,
e.g. from RHESSI, instead of using a proxy, whose reli-
ability may only be valid in half of the cases. While we
do not find any contradiction for the close relationship
of WL and HXR, further studies are required to analyze
their detailed relationship.
Watanabe et al. (2017) statistically found that shorter
flares tend to have stronger WL emission, suggesting the
impulsivity is important. However, panels (c) and (d)
in Figure 6 show that the total WL enhancement relates
with the total duration of the flare and the duration of
the impulsive phase. At least in our flare sample, this
correlation is in fact opposite to the behavior found by
Watanabe et al. (2017).
4.3. WL structure
The WL emission shows a similar shape in all flares:
bright kernels and decreasing intensity towards the edges
of the usually elongated WL emission (see Figure 3).
The fine structure observed in the WLF agrees with
previous findings (Matthews et al. 2003; Hudson et al.
2006).
Kuhar et al. (2016) used the assumption that WL ker-
nels are well correlated with the RHESSI footpoints,
based on past studies, which have shown very good
agreement in single flares (Krucker et al. 2015), but a
statistical study has never been performed. We plan to
perform a future study, which may clarify the relation
between particle acceleration and WL.
4.4. WL and GOES Soft X-rays
We found that the total WL enhancement integrated
in time and the GOES class are related following a
power-law with a power index δCDK20 = 1.11±0.08 (see
Figure 5).
To compare this with different authors is difficult be-
cause of the different methods. While we integrate
over time and thus analyze the total WL enhancement,
Kuhar et al. (2016) and Namekata et al. (2017) looked
at the WL emission inside a given RHESSI contour, but
only at one time step (what we call WL excess). In
our study, the duration of the emission (=the integra-
tion time) varies for each pixel and only WL pixels were
taken into account, which were identified as described in
Sect. 2.2 and not based on any contours. Both Namekata
et al. (2017) and our study approximated the evolution
of the background flux, but with different methods. In
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Figure 12. The integrated WL emission of the solar flare
SOL2014/02/25T00:49:00 (black line). We summed over all
pixels that showed WL emission in Figure 3. The dark-grey
line is the time dependent background and the light-grey
area is the total WL emission of the flare. The green lines
are the GOES light curve and the vertical dashed lines mark
the GOES start, peak and end of the flare. The blue line is
the derivative of the GOES light curve. This example should
illustrate our method to determine the WL emission in com-
parison with other methods, which often take the peak value
minus the pre-flare value without a temporal integration.
Figure 12 we demonstrate how our method accounts for
the time-variation of the WL emission and the back-
ground. The black line in Figure 12 displays the total
continuum emission inside the pixels shown in Figure 3
for the X4.9 flare SOL2014/02/25T00:49:00. The dark-
gray line is the total background and varies in time be-
cause the number of WL pixel and the noise changes in
time. The gray area between the continuum emission
and the background is what we report as the total WL
enhancement (integrated in time). The green line in
Figure 12 denotes the GOES 1–8 A˚ light curve and the
vertical lines mark the GOES times, while the blue line is
the derivative of the GOES light curve. Because the WL
emission appears at different locations at different times
(see for example Figures 4 of Kerr & Fletcher (2014), or
of Sharykin et al. (2017)) we considered it more accurate
to quantify the WL emission as an integrated quantity in
time. Nevertheless, Kuhar et al. (2016)1 and Namekata
et al. (2017) both also found similar power-laws for the
relationship between their definition of WL flux and the
soft X-ray emission.
While we find a good correlation between the total
WL emission integrated in time, and the total WL area
as a function of the GOES class, Toriumi et al. (2017)
did not find a good correlation between ribbon areas
1 We estimated the correlation for the flares presented by Kuhar
et al. (2016) using the values in their Table 1 and applied a
multiplication by 2.8 due to a missing scaling factor after private
communication with the authors.
and GOES class. They derived the ribbon areas based
on SDO/AIA 1600 A˚ data and determined a correla-
tion coefficient of r2T17 = 0.23 between the ribbon area
and the GOES class for 51 flares (see their table 2).
The authors suggested that it might be related to sam-
ple bias since they analyzed flares ≥M5-class, but our
power-laws also hold for sub-sets of strong flares. It
may be possible that the ribbon area is more related to
the atmospheric heating evolution, than the actual flare
strength (as determined by GOES class). Because soft
X-ray emission traces the thermal evolution, one may
expect a correlation of the ribbon area with the inte-
grated GOES emission of a given flare, but the relation
of WL and flare ribbon areas is out of the scope of this
work.
4.5. Location of the WL and ∆BLOS
The co-spatial relationship between the WL and the
∆BLOS found in this study is consistent with other anal-
yses of smaller flare samples (e.g., Zhang et al. 1994;
Kleint 2017; Sun et al. 2017; Song & Zhang 2016) and
now statistically verified. We found that the WL emis-
sion and the ∆BLOS are related and often overlap. But
because the overlap is not 1:1 and its percentage varies
in the different flares, there may be a different origin
causing the WLE and ∆BLOS. The areas are of the
same order of magnitude, and there does not seem to
be a difference in ∆BLOS areas or flux between WLF
and non-WLF. Therefore, we conclude that the WL
and the ∆BLOS are linked in some way and their origin
might differ. However, the mechanisms causing WL and
∆BLOS are still unclear, which makes an interpretation
difficult.
4.6. Possible sources of error and reliability of HMI’s
data during flares
The HMI continuum intensity measurements are well
known to produce artifacts when fast phenomena oc-
cur, such as flares (e.g., Mart´ınez Oliveros et al. 2014).
Different processes such as mass motions, gradients in
temperature and the magnetic field and in some cases
lines in emission might produce complex signatures in
the spectral lines (e.g., Mauas 1990; Zuccarello et al.
2020). For example, Sˇvanda et al. (2018) studied the
intensity of the 6 HMI passbands and the derived con-
tinuum emission during a large flare and compared it to
Hinode/SP spectra and simulated HMI spectra where
the iron lines were in emission. They concluded that
HMI data are adequate to trace the evolution of the flare
ribbons but might have severe shortcomings in estimat-
ing the continuum intensity, due to the simplistic MDI-
like algorithm that HMI uses in determining the Ic.45s
data-products. HMI samples the Fe I line at only six dif-
ferent wavelength points, at different times, and without
a filter located at true continuum. Even though this is
not ideal for flare continuum measurements, HMI cur-
rently is the only instrument with continuous full-disk
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coverage with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution
for statistical studies of the continuum emission.
In the future, the Polarimetric and Helioseismic Im-
ager (PHI, Solanki et al. 2019) will fly onboard the Solar
Orbiter (SO). SO/PHI will measure the same Fe I line at
λ6173.3 at SDO/HMI at six different wavelength points.
One of its differences to HMI is that SO/PHI has a real
continuum filter at 400 mA˚ from the Fe I line core. This
corresponds to a Doppler velocity of 19 km/s from the
line core, which is three times larger than the typical
sound speed where the Fe I line forms, which is more
favorable to study the continuum enhancement during
flares.
4.7. On the bias of the excess for dark regions
The excess compares the pre-flare intensity and the
emission coming from the flare (Eq. 5) and this quan-
tity highly depends on the location of the emission. WL
enhancements are seen better in umbrae and therefore
there is a bias in the detection. We illustrate this in
Figure 13. For a given pre-flare intensity, ranging from
the umbra to quiet Sun on the x-axis, we display the ob-
served excess for different flare intensity enhancements
(colored lines), given in the legend. For a constant en-
ergy input, it is therefore easier to detect an enhance-
ment above darker solar regions. This also explains the
behavior of Figure 6 because the WL enhancement does
not depend on where the WL is produced, while the
excess does.
4.8. Resolved vs. unresolved WL emission areas
The WL emission areas found in our study are consis-
tent with previous studies of WL flares, which showed
that the WL emission area increases with the energy of
the flare (e.g., Wang 2009). In the case of stellar flares,
since we cannot directly resolve the flare area, indirect
approximations have to be used (e.g., Maehara et al.
2012; Shibayama et al. 2013; Candelaresi et al. 2014).
Sun-as-a-star observations have estimated the area of
the WL emission using the total radiated energy ob-
served as the total solar irradiance (TSI) over the time
that the flare occurred (Kretzschmar 2011, hereafter
K2011). In Figure 7 the black circles plot the WL emis-
sion areas reported by K2011. The WL emission areas
measured using TSI data also follow a power-law trend
AK2011 = 10
4.11F0.76GOES (Kretzschmar 2011; Shibayama
et al. 2013). However, the WL areas obtained by K2011
are one order of magnitude underestimated when com-
pared with measurements using spatially-resolved solar
data. In appendix A, we present a refined method to cal-
culate the flare’s temperature (Tf) and area (Af) without
imposing any restriction on Af. We re-calculated the
temperatures and areas of the flares using the values
reported by K2011 with our method.
We used K2011’s reported temperatures and interpo-
lated the ratio of the Planck function at 4020 A˚ and
5000 A˚ at these temperatures to derive the observed ra-
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Figure 13. WL excess that is observed for a given pre-flare
intensity (on x-axis) and an assumed intensity enhancement
during the flare (colored lines and legend). For example, a
flare intensity enhancement of 2 × 104 DN s−1 corresponds
to an excess of ∼100-200% in the umbra (with pre-flare in-
tensity 1 − 2 × 104 DN/s), but only to ∼ 33% in the quiet
Sun (with pre-flare intensity 6× 104 DN/s).
tios. This was more precise than interpolating them
from their Figure 5. These ratios were then used as
input for Eq. A4. Here we use a solar temperature of
5960 K, which corresponds to the ratio of the two quiet
Sun fluxes given in K2011 (1.67/1.83 W/m2). A solar
temperature of 5778 K was also tried, but the results do
not differ much from 5960 K. Using this input for Eq. A4
we derived the recalculated temperatures Tf shown in
Table 1.
According to Eq. A5, deriving the areas requires know-
ing the luminosity during the flare, which is not explic-
itly given in K2011’s paper. We reverse-engineered their
observed enhancements by using their formula and their
derived areas and obtained fb × 10−5 W/m2 for the lu-
minosity enhancements in the blue filter. By using their
pre-flare luminosity of 1.67 W/m2, our recalculated tem-
peratures, and Eq. A5, we derive the areas shown in
Table 1, which increased by about a factor of 2 com-
pared to K2011. The re-calculated flare temperatures
are ∼1000 K lower. These temperatures are similar to
those reported by Kowalski et al. (2017), but we do not
assume a fixed emission area (see their Appendix B).
Brown squares in Figure 7 show that the re-calculated
sun-as-a-star values differ by about a factor of 5 from the
HMI areas. There are different possibilities for explana-
tions: 1) It is possible that the emission in the blue filter
includes the contribution from spectral lines that go into
emission during flares, which may increase the measured
FBlue/FGreen ratio, which in turn would lead to an un-
derestimation of the areas. 2) Because the low TSI sig-
nal required averaging many flares and the dependence
of flare area vs. flare class is a power law, it is possible
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GOES fb × 10−5 Tf Tf − TK2011 Af AK2011
class (W/m2) (K) (K) (′′)2 (′′)2
X3.2 7.7 8304 -1041 29.6 16.7
M9.1 5.8 7918 -1075 25.1 13.2
M4.2 3.2 8198 -1046 13.2 7.3
M2.0 1.1 7867 -1074 5.7 2.8
C8.7 0.8 7547 -1108 5.6 2.4
Table 1. Re-calculated temperatures and flare’s areas from
Kretzschmar (2011). Notice that the re-calculated tempera-
tures are ∼1000 K lower and the areas are larger and closer
to the the spatially-resolved SDO/HMI observations.
that the reported “flare class” in K2011 may need to
be adapted for the area calculation. 3) Because we are
dealing with very small enhancements (10−5 vs. 1.67
W/m2), any instrumental effect, for example degrada-
tion, may influence the results. 4) Potentially optically-
thin emission may influence our assumption of a pure
black-body, however we believe that this effect is not
dominant because there seems to be an intensity differ-
ence between chromospheric off-limb WL radiation (e.g.,
Heinzel et al. 2017) compared to on-disk WL emission
at the same wavelength in the visible (e.g. Kleint et al.
2016), 5) The integration time may matter significantly
in the determination of the flare area because the flare
ribbons are moving. Our WL areas may be higher than
others because we counted every pixel that exhibited
WL at any time. 6) The determined WL area depends
on the spatial resolution of the instrument. Small-scale
WL enhancements, which are below the size of a pixel,
may be missed.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a statistical study of WL and its
relation to ∆BLOS using HMI data. The summary of
our findings is
– The WL emission and ∆BLOS are spatially linked but
their origin is unclear. 57% of our analyzed flares
showed WL emission. Strong flares all show WL with
the strange exception of one X-class flare that showed
no WL but did show ∆BLOS. One C-flare showed
WL, but no ∆BLOS. Therefore we conclude that both
phenomena are often linked, but in a yet unknown
manner.
– The WL emission and ∆BLOS areas are comparable.
– We found clear evidence that the GOES class and thus
the strength of the flares is correlated with the total
WL excess/enhancement, as well as with the areas af-
fected by ∆BLOS and WL emission. This is observa-
tional evidence that the amount of energy required to
disturb the magnetic field is larger for larger changes
(Wang & Liu 2010).
– WLFs, flares with associated ∆BLOS, and flares where
neither of these two phenomena was detected do not
show a fundamental distinction. The lack of detection
of WL or ∆BLOS in some flare seems to be an observa-
tional problem (Neidig 1989; Hudson et al. 2006; Jess
et al. 2008; Castellanos Dura´n et al. 2018).
– We present a revised method to estimate the temper-
ature and the area of the flare under the blackbody
assumption when non-spatially resolved data is used,
which takes into account the flaring and non-flaring
emission and areas from a star. By using observations
in at least two wavelength bands, one can uniquely
determine the flare area and temperature. After ap-
plying this method, we found that areas from sun-as-
a-star observations become closer to spatially resolved
areas, however there still is a difference of less than one
order of a magnitude, which could be explained either
by physics or by instrumental effects. This method up-
dates the temperatures and areas derived by previous
studies (Kretzschmar 2011; Shibayama et al. 2013).
This method could also be applied for stellar flares
to determine their areas and temperatures indepen-
dently.
The continuous observational coverage by HMI is
highly advantageous for statistical flare studies. Statis-
tics of magnetic field changes and of WL emission have
been explored here, but their physical origins are still un-
clear. A future step will be to try to link them to acceler-
ated particles, by analyzing RHESSI data. Additionally,
an analysis of the magnetic field vector may reveal par-
ticular changes in the Lorentz force, which could drive
the magnetic field changes (see Petrie 2019). Yet one ob-
servable is very rarely obtained during flares: magnetic
field information at higher atmospheric layers, such as
the chromosphere (e.g., Kleint et al. 2016). Hopefully,
future DKIST data will soon allow us to probe this yet
largely unexplored layer.
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APPENDIX
A. DETERMINING THE TEMPERATURE AND AREA OF SPATIALLY UNRESOLVED FLARES
Assuming one observes a spatially unresolved enhancement during flares, how can we estimate the flare area and
temperature? Previous studies assumed a flare area to calculate the flare temperature (e.g., Kowalski et al. 2017),
or omitted the quiet-Sun luminosity from the calculation (e.g. Hawley et al. 2003), which is justified for M-dwarfs,
but would be less accurate for solar-type stars. The flare temperature obviously depends on the assumed area, and
larger areas return cooler flare temperatures. A recalculation was already done by Kowalski et al. (2017) who revised
the temperature derived by Kretzschmar (2011) from ∼9000 to ∼7000 K by including the quiet-Sun luminosity, but
assuming an area. Similar calculations, mostly also by fixing areas to single pixels, calculated flare temperatures of
5000-7000 K (e.g. Watanabe et al. 2013; Kerr & Fletcher 2014; Kleint et al. 2016; Kowalski et al. 2017; Namekata et al.
2017). Here we calculate the luminosity analytically, assuming that the flare shows a black-body type spectrum, which
has been observed to be valid in the visible in several cases for solar flares (e.g., Kerr & Fletcher 2014; Kleint et al.
2016) and often their optically-thin contribution is lower (e.g. Heinzel et al. 2017). We assume a pre-flare temperature,
which in the solar case equals to Tstar = T = 5778 K. This can, of course, be adapted depending on the assumption
where the flare is taking place (e.g. sunspot, penumbra). During the flare, we have the area (Astar−Aflare) emitting at
the original temperature, and a flare area (Aflare) emitting at a higher temperature (Tflare). The pre-flare luminosity
is given by
Lpre-flare = pi
∫
Bλ (Tstar)Astardλ, (A1)
and during the flare
Lflare = pi
∫
Bλ (Tstar) (Astar −Aflare) dλ+ pi
∫
Bλ (Tflare)Aflaredλ. (A2)
Bλ(T ) is the Planck function. The difference in emission during a flare is calculated as follows
∆L = Lflare − Lpre-flare = pi
∫
Bλ (Tflare)Aflaredλ− pi
∫
Bλ (Tstar)Aflaredλ. (A3)
To obtain the temperature of the flare, we take the ratio of the color enhancements between two different filters. To
compare with previous results, let us assume the blue and green filters used by Kretzschmar (2011) at 4020 A˚ and
5000 A˚, although the following derivation is independent of the selected filter. The ration of the enhancement is
∆L4020 A˚
∆L5000 A˚
=
B4020 A˚ (Tflare) Aflare −B4020 A˚(T) Aflare
B5000 A˚ (Tflare) Aflare −B5000 A˚(T) Aflare
. (A4)
Note that the flare area drops out, thus allowing us to estimate the blackbody temperature of the flare without
assuming any Aflare under the condition that the observed enhancement in the two selected filters is a blackbody-type
enhancement and not e.g. due to recombination continua.
Knowing the temperature, the fractional flare area (Aflare/Astar), can be calculated when dividing the luminosity of
the flare by the pre-flare luminosity such as
Lflare
Lpre-flare
=
Bλ (Tstar) (Astar −Aflare) +Bλ (Tflare)Aflare
Bλ (Tstar)Astar
= 1 +
Bλ (Tflare)
Bλ (Tstar)
Aflare
Astar
− Aflare
Astar
(A5)
Here λ denotes one of the selected filter wavelengths and the luminosity must be evaluated at the same wavelength.
To convert the fractional area (Aflare/Astar) into arcsec
2, we multiply by the projected area of the star (piR2). In the
solar case, R ≈ 960′′. This method uniquely determines the temperature and area of a flare for solar and stellar
cases if observations in (at least) two wavelength bands exist. The re-calculated Sun-as-a-star values of the flare
area and its temperature from Kretzschmar (2011) are listed in table 1, and a comparison with our spatially-resolved
values is shown in Figure 7. This method is also applicable to stellar (super)flares. If a stellar flare is observed in
two different passbands in the visible (where we assume the WL to follow blackbody radiation), for example by two
different satellites, or as a spectrum, one can derive its average temperature and area independently.
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B. OCCURENCE OF WL FLARES
Summary of the WL flares depending on the GOES classification found in the literature. Percentages should be
analyzed carefully due to the low-number statistics and the different type of observations, instruments, and missions
involved. The flare sample of some studies also overlapped.
REFERENCES
X M C
GOES class
Mission
range
Neidig & Cliver (1983) 70.8% (17/24) − − X2> SPO/MBPa
Sakurai et al. (1992) 100% (3/3) − − [X10,X12] SFT/G-bandb
Matthews et al. (2003) 100% (5/5) 47.8% (22/46) 12.5% (1/8) [C7.8,X6.1] Yohkoh/SXT
Wang (2009) 100% (3/3) 75.0% (3/4) 16.7% (1/6) [C5.2,X9.0] Hinode/SOT
Buitrago-Casas et al. (2015) 60% (6c/10) 47.8% (22c/46) 5.3% (1c/19) [C1.7,X2.2] SDO/HMI
Kuhar et al. (2016)d 100% (15/15) − − [X1.1d,X2.8] SDO/HMI
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Castellanos Dura´n & Kleint (2020) 94.4% (17/18) 64.9% (24/37) 10.5% (2/19) [B6.2,X6.9] SDO/HMI
All 82.1% (92/112) 50.7% (147/290) 10.3% (15/146)
Table 2. Comparison of the WLF occurrence depending on the GOES classification between different works. Studies that
focus on WLFs without presenting the percentage of non-WLFs are excluded. Notice that some events might overlap between
the studies. However, since the methods might to detect WL emission might differ considerably, we assume that the flare
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AR 11515 between (E45◦-W45◦).
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